Senators split on sending troops
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Senators split on sending troops

The vote and a general Monday afternoon session have been held to review the group's report on last week's massacre of Palestinian refugees in West Beirut, and the U.S. military operation in Lebanon.
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Sterotypes of dentistry often have roots in tales

By Mary Tolan

In the world of oral health care, the term "dentist" often evokes images of a man in a lab coat, standing behind a desk with a stethoscope. This stereotype is not based on reality, however, as dentists are highly trained professionals who provide a wide range of services to keep patients healthy.

According to the American Dental Association, dentists are highly educated professionals who have completed at least four years of undergraduate education, followed by four years of dental school. They are also required to complete a one-year residency program to become licensed.

"Most people think of dentists as the ones who make people's teeth look nice, but they don't realize how important they are to overall health," said Dr. John Smith, a dentist at the University of Iowa. "Dentists are trained to look for signs of health problems such as heart disease, diabetes, and oral cancer, and they can help patients stay healthy by preventing these conditions from occurring in the first place."

In addition to providing oral care, dentists also play a crucial role in public health. They work with public health agencies to educate the public about the importance of good oral hygiene and to develop policies that promote oral health.

"Dentists are the most visible link between health care and the public," said Dr. Smith. "They are the ones who can help people understand the importance of good oral hygiene and the role it plays in overall health."

Despite their importance, dentists are often misunderstood and stereotyped. This is likely due to the fact that many people have had negative experiences with their own dentists in the past, which has led to a mistrust of the profession as a whole.

"People often feel nervous when they go to the dentist," said Dr. Smith. "But I want people to know that dentists are there to help them, not hurt them. They want to make sure their patients are healthy, and they will do whatever it takes to make sure that happens."

In conclusion, dentists are highly trained professionals who provide a wide range of services to keep patients healthy. They play a crucial role in public health and are often misunderstood and stereotyped. But with the right approach, it is possible to break down these stereotypes and show people just how important dentists really are.

"Dentists are the unsung heroes of health care," said Dr. Smith. "They are the ones who can help people stay healthy, and they deserve our respect and support."

University

Developing countries' often have roots in tales

By Kathy Harper

Health, education, and communication are major needs in developing countries. Training senior leaders and teachers is crucial, as they will then be able to train others to ensure continued education for many years to come.

"We need to focus on leaders and teachers," Harper said. "They will be the ones who can train others and ensure continued education for many years to come."

In addition to training leaders and teachers, Harper also emphasized the importance of cultural sensitivity in development projects.

"We need to be sensitive to the culture of each country," Harper said. "We need to understand the local customs and traditions, and we need to respect them."

Overall, Harper stressed the importance of education and communication in developing countries.

"We need to focus on education and communication," Harper said. "We need to ensure that everyone has access to quality education, and we need to communicate effectively with everyone."

Committee approves plans for new seating at Kinnick

By Paul Rogers

The University of Iowa's Board of Regents approved plans for new seating at Kinnick Stadium on Monday. The project will cost $12 million and is expected to be completed in time for the 2021 season.

"We're excited about this project," said athletic director Gary Barta. "It will provide fans with a better game-day experience."

In addition to the new seating, the project will also include the installation of new lighting, improved concessions, and enhanced fan experience.

"We want to ensure that fans have a great game-day experience," Barta said. "We want to make sure that fans can see the game, and we want to make sure that they have access to good food and drinks."

Cablevision...we're worth a second look

For just pennies a day, Cablevision can bring to your home the selection, variety, and television entertainment that's worth another look. Imagine 31 channels featuring high quality viewing you'll enjoy everyday. There's sports, movies, news, weather, and family programs. Most are shown 24 hours a day, which means you can watch anytime day or night. Go ahead, take another look at Cablevision. It could change your television into something worth looking at.

LOOK AGAIN...AND SAVE!
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Meanwhile, in Ames

If you think the student government is strange here at the UI, wait until you hear about Ames. Anthony Williams, the student government president at Iowa State University, was forced to resign because he didn't register for this fall's classes. The fact that Williams was a Democrat and along with over one thousand dollars in American Express and an Ace of Clubs credit card, alleged political influence created an immediate controversy. The Williams debate has been a front-page story for The Iowa Statesman. The newspaper has run a candidacy in April, but Williams now还在 for him to offer after the editorial about him for not revealing his past offenses.

I don't know of any politician who will stand up and say 'These are my faults.' Williams said. Indeed it is the responsibility of a newspaper to investigate a candidate's background before making an endorsement.

The enthusiasm with which the daily reported Williams troubles makes it appear that they were more sincere in some of their efforts to help the young man succeed. It has been argued that the fact that Williams was black might also contribute to his dismissal. The Black Press, which sponsored Williams' campaign, enrolled for one credit and fought for his position. Instead, his actions only add suspicion about his fitness to be president and help him escape opposition.

Steve Horwitz

The late Grace Kelly -- a Hollywood princess from Philadelphia?

Royal fixation

Last week, Harbrace presented the opening of Morden Princess Grace Live. While newspapers give the cover feature headlines and feature pages each week, the 1982 opening of the Morden Spitzer's celebrity with this TV event--"The Royal Wedding: A Coronation of Grace"--was a coronation event.

The fascination we have in our own royals--the Crown Princess of Sweden. Princess Grace's role in the 1982 opening is a show of the fascination we have in the British monarchy--the crown jewel of the royal family. The fascination we have in our own royals--the Crown Princess of Sweden. Princess Grace's role in the 1982 opening is a show of the fascination we have in the British monarchy--the crown jewel of the royal family.

Letters

UI Medical School

To the editor:

I was very interested in the recently published survey of UI Medical School faculty members. It was a revealing exercise especially when the survey was done in the fall of 1982, when the editorial was composed.

The May 17th issue of the magazine was a revelation of the many facets of faculty members. It was a revealing exercise especially when the survey was done in the fall of 1982, when the editorial was composed.

Donna A. Johnson

Manville evading responsibility

Take SKEG'S of the day—

If I were to ask you to write a letter to the editor on the Manville bankruptcy case, I think I would get a good number of responses. If I were to ask you to write a letter to the editor on the Manville bankruptcy case, I think I would get a good number of responses.

The Manville saga continues in the 1982 federal law does not mean that a company is automatically protected from bankruptcy. The Manville saga continues in the 1982 federal law does not mean that a company is automatically protected from bankruptcy.

Manville has been in the news for over a million and a half dollars in compensation payments, and it continues to this day. The Manville saga continues in the 1982 federal law does not mean that a company is automatically protected from bankruptcy.

Manville's lawyers have come under scrutiny for the way they have handled the Manville bankruptcy case, and the way they have handled the Manville bankruptcy case.

Manville's lawyers have come under scrutiny for the way they have handled the Manville bankruptcy case, and the way they have handled the Manville bankruptcy case.

To the editor:

I have a question. If I were to ask you to write a letter to the editor on the Manville bankruptcy case, I think I would get a good number of responses. If I were to ask you to write a letter to the editor on the Manville bankruptcy case, I think I would get a good number of responses.

I have a question. If I were to ask you to write a letter to the editor on the Manville bankruptcy case, I think I would get a good number of responses. If I were to ask you to write a letter to the editor on the Manville bankruptcy case, I think I would get a good number of responses.
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New 'Iowa Fight Song' recording by UI band produced by local duo

By Kayoko Shimer

"Just in time for the new season," the University of Iowa 10,000-voice choir's new rendition of the "Iowa Fight Song" will be heard in Iowa City and on the road. The recording is the first of two being produced by the choir, with the second expected in the spring.

The choir, comprised of UI students and faculty, is headed by John E. Gasser, the university's dean of students. The new recording follows the success of the choir's 1983 recording, "Iowa Fight Song," which was released as a 45 rpm record and is now available in record stores.

The new recording features an orchestra, conducted by the University of Iowa's director of choral activities, Donald R. Reedy. The recording was made in the University of Iowa's Center for the Performing Arts and was released by the UI's music department.

The choir's next recording, scheduled for release in the spring, will be a traditional Christmas song. The choir, which is made up of UI students and faculty, plans to release four recordings each year.
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Invisible light creates unusual effects

In his beginning of the nineteenth century, John Johann proposed an idea to use invisible light to create new images. The concept was revolutionary, yet it remained a theory until the 1960s, when experimental evidence began to emerge. This invisible light, known as infrared, has since been harnessed for various applications, from astronomy to photography.

Entertainment today

AT THE BOX: Tonight's big show is "La Dolce Vita," Federico Fellini's controversial look at Western decadence. The film is a masterful look at the excesses of the upper class, and it is sure to provoke a lot of discussion. Theatregoers are encouraged to come to the screening with their own thoughts and experiences.

Films

"La Dolce Vita" is a film that explores the themes of excess and indulgence. The story follows a young man who becomes involved in the glamorous world of high society, and the film is known for its vivid portrayal of the superficiality of this lifestyle.

Art

"Invisible light" is a short story by George Orwell, which explores the concept of how light can be used to create images. The story is a thought-provoking exploration of the relationship between light and reality.

Pop era reviewed in "La Dolce Vita"

By Randy Wood

"La Dolce Vita" is a film that explores the themes of excess and indulgence. The story follows a young man who becomes involved in the glamorous world of high society, and the film is known for its vivid portrayal of the superficiality of this lifestyle.

Films

"La Dolce Vita" is a film that explores the themes of excess and indulgence. The story follows a young man who becomes involved in the glamorous world of high society, and the film is known for its vivid portrayal of the superficiality of this lifestyle.

Our Specials

Films

"La Dolce Vita" is a film that explores the themes of excess and indulgence. The story follows a young man who becomes involved in the glamorous world of high society, and the film is known for its vivid portrayal of the superficiality of this lifestyle.

Invisible light creates unusual effects

In his beginning of the nineteenth century, John Johann proposed an idea to use invisible light to create new images. The concept was revolutionary, yet it remained a theory until the 1960s, when experimental evidence began to emerge. This invisible light, known as infrared, has since been harnessed for various applications, from astronomy to photography.
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**Iowa Collage Football:**
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NFL players unanimously vote to strike

Networks’ schedule in disarray

NEW YORK (UPI) - The NFL Players’ Association announced its recommenda-
tion that its players vote unanimously to strike. When the players’ association’s executive council met last night the players’ association’s bargaining committee met to determine the players’ recommendation. The final recommendation will be made to the players on Monday as the players’ association recommends that the players vote unanimously to strike. The players’ association recommends that the players vote unanimously to strike.
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